an offer you can’t refuse.

incentives, meetings & events at the 25hours hotels.
25hours hotels are not merely ‘off the shelf’; they are tailored to each location. Sometimes cool, sometimes colourful, sometimes nostalgic, sometimes mundane – 25hours hotels offer not only bed and breakfast but plenty of entertainment, surprises and fun, too.

The possibilities in the areas of Meetings, Incentives, and Events are as diverse as the hotels themselves. Whether it’s a Moroccan picnic, a yoga session or a stop on a sailing trip, give your next event that extra something and offer your guests, clients and business partners an experience they won’t forget.
1001 Nights? We transform your dreams of 1001 nights into a unique event experience in our Bikini Island Lounge. Slip into a magical world as you enjoy a leisurely Moroccan picnic reclining in a room strewn with colourful cushions, inhaling the aroma of exotic species in the warm glow of candles. Our NENI chefs de cuisine come along to help you create a delightfully eclectic Oriental/Mediterranean menu. There are no almost limits to your fantasy.

Made in Berlin: a new startup opens for business in Berlin every 20 minutes. The capital is the true epicentre of the startup phenomenon, leaving other German cities far behind. Indeed, Berlin is among the leading centres of business enterprise at a European level as well. Berlin startups — creative, inspiring and altogether fascinating. We are happy to take you on a tour to trace this inspirational spark right back to its origins. Whether it’s IT, e-commerce, food or design... We’ll guide you to the wildest, wackiest and most wonderfully promising startups in Berlin. You will learn to see the city from an entirely fresh perspective.
berlin
incentives, meetings & events

“*The Acropolis above Athens, the Sacré-Cœur de Montmartre above Paris, Sugarloaf Mountain above Rio de Janeiro, the Teufelsberg above Berlin.*” Before the Teufelsberg actually became a mountain, it was home to the skeleton of the Military Faculty that was under construction as part of the National Socialist project “Welthauptstadt Germania” — World Capital Germania. The complex was demolished shortly after the War and until 1972 was used to store rubble. The US army built a Cold War listening facility on the mountain, but it too was removed after German reunification. Only the abandoned buildings remain, daubed in bright colours by years of graffiti artists. The Teufelsberg takes its name from the nearby Teufelsee (the Devil’s Lake). Today it is a local recreation area, avidly used by mountain bikers, walkers and bladers. Visitors to the old complex can take a number of guided tours through the listening facility, visit Europe’s biggest graffiti gallery or — thanks to 25hours — enjoy a leisurely picnic.

The teufelsberg

The teufelsberg

infirm

These folks from the heart of the city design highly efficient farm modules that cater to the rising demand for local, transparent and dynamic food production. But what does that mean? The hydroculture system is modular and can be adapted to suit particular culinary requirements. Brimming with highly concentrated vitamins and nutrients, the microgreens planted in the system are smaller versions of edible vegetables. The brainchild of two brothers, Guy and Erez Galonska, it is designed to give people local access to fresh products and to teach individuals and companies how to cultivate their own fresh fruit and veg. INFARM offers indoor farms that yield organic fruit and vegetables without any chemicals; it also gives talks, workshops and experiments to provide information on these affordable and sustainable hydrocultures and sells small cultivation sets to grow microgreens at home as well. We have our own Infarm Corner here at the 25hours Hotel Bikini Berlin as part of our collaboration with the boys from Infarm. We enjoy organising tours to a variety of startups. Infarm is one of them.
frankfurt.

Do you a fancy a spin in Frankfurt’s historical tramcar? An unmissable feature in Frankfurt’s street life since 1977, the Ebbelwei Express is a leisurely blend of culture and fun. Along the way, you’ll take in the most beautiful sights and enjoy original ‘Stöffchen’ – Frankfurt’s delicious cider. The Ebbelwei Express is an unforgettable experience for celebrations as well. The route can be selected to accommodate personal wishes as far as possible.

Being trapped in a room is not perhaps the most appealing of thoughts ... But it transforms into a fascinating adventure if you have to solve tricky riddles with friends or colleagues to get to the key. RooomEscape Frankfurt guarantees an hour of fun and excitement. You and your team have just 60 minutes to find your way out of the real-life escape game. The liberating riddles are solved in a variety of scenarios. It takes logic, creativeness and teamwork with colleagues to find your way out and complete the game.

ebbelwei express

rooomescape
Although the New York Times picked Frankfurt and its red light district as one of the “52 Places to Go in 2014”, the area around the railway station still struggles with its shady reputation. The Red Light Tour by the well-known photographer and journalist Ulrich Mattner shows the area round the station as it is: glitzy, ribald, hip, rough, ethnically mixed and authentic. It’s a place of contrast and deeply fascinating, in every sense. The tour takes you down Münchener Straße, Frankfurt’s new fashion street, into Moselstraße with the city’s oldest and most iconic nightclub, the Pik Dame. It then continues along Germany’s longest red light road, into the Taunus 26 brothel, where the lady of the house, Gabriella from Bulgaria, tells some ribald tales from her past. Then it’s time to dig deeper, to visit the security staff and learn how they keep order in the establishment. Fortified by a ‘Best Currywurst’ from Peter, owner of the legendary Taunus 25 diner, the tour sets off again for a welcome drink at the Pure Platinum nightclub, where participants can enjoy a closer look at the bar girls and strippers working the pole.

Stand-up paddling (SUP) – The latest craze in water sports that involves balancing upright on a surf board while using a paddle to travel down a river, in the sea or across a lake. The MAIN-SUP events are a real blast full of fun and action on the river Main. Enjoy a day out on the water and see Frankfurt from an entirely different perspective. The BIG SUP boards even have space for ten paddlers at once. Challenges are organised to ensure a genuine bonding experience. Boards, paddles, buoyancy aids and wetsuits are provided at the venue.
‘Chic and shabby’ — the perfect way to describe the tours by waterkant. Individual and, above all, laid-back tours in old VW camper vans perfectly embody the trend toward individual tourism. The guys from waterkant take groups of up to 25 on tours of hidden treasures round Hamburg. What’s the best way to describe the waterkant tour concept? The team offers an alternative trip for Hamburg visitors who would like to see the city from unusual perspectives and who appreciate a fair smattering of local savoir-faire. But there’s far more method to this madness than first meets the eye. It’s all about giving the guests a good time; about coming together to dive headlong into the often chic and sometimes shabby microcosm that people along the Elbe have always found so enchanting; taking time to breathe in, to slow down and let every care in the world just float away.

What is a RIB, actually? A Rigid Inflatable Boat is a dinghy with a static hull. This makes them easier to navigate and more buoyant than typical inflatables. RIBs are designed for offshore waters and are used by Navy Seals, Greenpeace and others during missions on the high seas. The boats have the advantage of being up to three times lighter than those with a conventional hull. With the Capelli 750 Raid RIBs, we can offer you a nail-biting, high-speed shindig on the river Elbe! The light and agile boats are just under 8 metres long and are fitted with a 250 hp engine. So the watercraft can reach top speeds of up to 100 km/h!
Oriental-style barbecues (à la NENI), wielding the tongs with Haya or in cooperation with Weber®. We show you the fine art of premium barbecuing at the Weber® Grill Academy. Join a true master chef to experience the mouth-watering delight of cooking on a charcoal, gas or electric barbecue. Learn all the basic barbecue techniques in just one evening: the various methods, closed-top barbecues, healthy preparation of food on the grill, and much more. All of it in a relaxed setting with important tips for a perfect barbecue.

‘Battle of Bands’: an experience you won’t soon forget. Guaranteed to raise the roof and perhaps fulfil some childhood dreams as well – ‘Battle of Bands’ turns the participants into rock stars for the day. The bands consist of 8 to 12 members. Two coaches are assigned to each one to teach them the secrets of becoming a rock star. Prior knowledge isn’t necessary. Soon you’ll be jamming away on an electric guitar, banging on the drums and singing your first songs as you gradually morph into a real band. Then the newcomer bands take to the stage to battle it out with show-stopping performances. Participants can expect a lively evening full of music and extravagant stagecraft. This is one party that will never get boring.
munich.

slackline course

Slacklining is a fun way for people of any age to train their balance, concentration and coordination. The only requirement is an inquisitive nature. The slackline course in Munich lasts 3 hours and is held outdoors in one of the city's numerous parks. Here's what you will learn: tips on the right stepping technique, safe assistance, small tricks, protecting the trees, the right way to get on and off various slacklines, and basics of the technical materials (various straps, tensioners, etc.). Equipment is included.

climbing course

Your team will scale new heights at our climbing course for beginners! Learn how to overcome fear and foster a spirit of trust among your staff. Our qualified climbing instructor begins by teaching you the safety procedures, how to handle the materials and basic climbing techniques. Then you take your first steps up the wall under the watchful eyes of our professional. The climbing walls with a variety of proficiency levels provide ideal conditions for a first taste of this exciting sport. Learn the importance of mutual trust and reliability by securing your partner. Your team will notice the difference afterwards. Trust yourselves – the mountains are calling!
The city’s landmarks, passers-by or just captivating details will fill page after page of the participants’ sketch pads during thematic strolls to hugely varied spots in the city. Take paths less trodden and absorb new impressions, holding what you see for posterity in a few lines and watercolours. You can’t draw? Who cares! Just muster the courage to draw whatever and however you like. Your course instructor will show you the right way to handle the materials and how to sketch people and scenes in the correct proportions. Discover the artist in you!

Munich is home to a bright and buzzing street art scene. More than that: the German graffiti scene kicked off in Munich in the 1980s, and the city was home to Germany’s first Hall of Fame and the first place in Europe where a whole train was sprayed. So come along and visit some of the best graffiti and stencils on Munich’s underground street art tour. The route starts at the Angel of Peace and winds its way along the Isar to Brudermühlbrücke, before heading through the Schlachthofviertel to Tumblingerstraße. You’ll take the 25hours Schindelhauer bikes on the safari, visiting hidden highlights of the Isar metropolis in the company of safari guide, author and street art expert Martin Arz. Duration approx. 2.5–3 hours. The Street Art Safari costs €210.00 for up to 15 persons, plus bike rental.
Fancy a few relaxing exercises in just 30 minutes? Visit the Mermaid’s Cave at our 25hours hotel, either after your meeting or between-times. “I just love life and new things. And that’s precisely what you get from our yoga teacher in just half an hour. The minutes are intense, but still relaxing. Let’s get off our butts and work together on your physical and mental balance. See you soon in yoga class!”

Graffiti Workshop by the Danube Canal. Vienna is home to more than just classic art. It’s also the place to learn the ropes of modern graffiti techniques from a professional. First up, you and your guests are given step-for-step instruction in the correct use of spray cans. Then you’re left to let your fantasy roam free, creating your very own spray-painted masterpiece. The best graffiti is picked during a dinner here with us in 1500 Foodmakers or elsewhere. Included in the price are protective apparel, spray cans – and Wolfgang, of course, your personal instructor.
How does sound find its way on to the record, analogue and entirely uncompressed? Not only do we have an exclusively analogue sound studio at SUPERSENSE, we’ve also got one of the maybe 100 people in the world who know how to work a cutting machine to make vinyl records. Master Lukas guides us through the various steps of creating a record and is also on hand to cut our own single in the Flabbergasting Record Elevator: our art nouveau lift cabin, converted into a unique recording booth.

We like sharing. Our food, our recipes, and even our kitchen. That’s why you can also book the NENI Cookery School exclusively for your events. Whether it’s for a leisurely meal with friends, to present your products or organise a photo shoot – we’re all yours!
zurich.

design and art tour

Europaallee has more than just modern architecture, upmarket eateries and innovative urban spaces. It also offers a special blend of Swiss design and art. Our tour takes you behind the scenes to present the best works and tell you about the artists who created them. Cornelia Alb, a legendary figure in the Zurich scene, guides you through the young district. Afterwards we invite the whole group for a lazy aperitif at the Cinchona Bar in the 25hours Hotel Langstrasse.

bee tour

Join with your colleagues, business customers or friends to spend a day in the company of our bees. We will organise an exciting and memorable occasion, whether as a company excursion or a team-building event. While you sip champagne and enjoy the magnificent view over Zurich, we’ll explain the fascinating societal life of bees and the most important techniques in handling the hive.
Freitag – a unique label for a unique Zurich product. The Freitag label presents its bags in a tower made of containers in Zurich-West. 17 cargo containers, stacked one on the other, reach 26 metres into the sky near the Hardbrücke railway station. With 1,600 bags spread over four levels, they are home to the world’s largest collection of ‘Individual Recycled Freewaybags’ by the Freitag label from Zurich. All of them unique and handmade, they are crafted from lorry tarpaulins, bicycle inner tubes, car seatbelts and airbags. The accessible roof of the container stack commands a breath-taking view of the former industrial district, sweeping across expanses of former factories, now brought back to life, and home to many creative companies and tiny shops. Would you like to finally see the inside of the bag factory where the truck tarps are butchered and processed rather than calves? You can do that without having to travel to China or Bangladesh. We will show you around every last nook and cranny of the F-actory, from the rainwater tank to the tarp warehouse, and at just about any time of the day. And that’s not all. Whether it’s a mid-morning snack to keep you going, a Sunday roast on a workday at FREITAG, or merely a drink of apple cider to liven things up, we will give you what you need.

Foxtrail is a team experience that turns the city into a playing field. The teams (2–7 persons) need to break codes and retrieve hidden messages to make sure they stay on the fox’s scent. But be advised: the riddles are fairly tricky. Cleverness and team spirit are the only way to solve the crafty clues. The exciting hunt takes the participants past famous sights and secret locations in Zurich. It’s a refreshing way to (re)discover the city! The teams (2–7 persons) are given starter packs that let them complete the trail at their leisure. And the helpline is bound to get them back on track if they reach a dead end. After the final group photo, the teams head off for an aperitif to share their adventures in the cosy and laid-back atmosphere of the Cinchona Bar.
contact

hamburg
25hours hotel hafencity
25hours hotel altes hafenamt
events.hafencity@25hours-hotels.com
p +49 40 25 7777 833

frankfurt
25hours hotel the goldman
events.goldman@25hours-hotels.com
p +49 69 4058689 269

25hours hotel by levi's
events.levis@25hours-hotels.com
p +49 69 256677 255

berlin
25hours hotel bikini berlin
events.bikini@25hours-hotels.com
p +49 30 120 221 301

zurich
25hours hotel zurich west
events.zuerichwest@25hours-hotels.com
p +41 44 577 28 30

25hours hotel langstrasse
events.langstrasse@25hours-hotels.com
p +41 44 576 58 07

vienna
25hours hotel at museumsquartier
events.wien@25hours-hotels.com
p +43 1 52151 820

munich
25hours hotel the royal bavarian
events.royalbavarian@25hours-hotels.com
p +49 89 90 40 01 0